
Verslag Kampong vs CCG 

“If you cannot do great things, do small things, do a small thing in a great way” But 

you need drama, unpredictability and brilliant individual performance. Because it is 

a "King of sports” 

K de Rijk,  

The captain, he is magicians, when 20 overs are gone, a partnership was developing 

and maybe, threatening us, he took bold decision, he introduced a hidden weapon, 

Chaudhry, the victim was not balls it was Rijk who took the wicket, an 

unbelievable ball turning to leg stump almost out of the pitch, wide ball, but 

batsman find the temptation to hit  

unfortunately, edged the ball, there was a flying Dutchman K de Rijk, he catches 

the ball in his left hand while his whole body was lying on the ground, it was 

impossible to catch but he makes it possible. It was stunning catch everybody was 

amazed the flexibility of Rijk was marvelous, he took 2 catches and one 

extraordinary stamping his wicket keeping is developing very fast. he developed 

the feelings of the ball. 

As an above mention proverb is strongly fit with him,  

If you cannot do great things, do a small thing in a great way.  

He did it to win the match to changing to off-spinner Chaudhry who took 3 wickets 

within 5 overs 18 runs, I think while credit goes to R de Rijk, He said to me I trust 

you to break this partnership, so I did it. 

T. Kraya, New member of CCG, his first match as captain's narrative was excellent 

bowing he makes a great impression, 5 overs 35 runs only king wicket he took well 

done. 

SC Osborn, 

Destroyed their heart and soul with his slandering deliveries, almost unplayable 

yorkers 7 overs 16 runs and 3 wickets, incredible performance with bowling. 

S Ali, 7 overs 24 runs no wicket, but he smashed 68 winning runs with a 

partnership with legendary batsman H Mir, 

Now he is average 420, I think it is recorded in the history of Dutch cricket. His 44 

runs and 2 wickets 7 overs I wicket. 

We played very compact cricket because of comprehensive captaincy, consistency 

during the process. Now we are number 2 with ACC 12 points, My cricket feeling 

is the man of the match is the honorable captain R de Rijk That is all gentleman. 

 

  


